
AP English Literature: Poetry Essay Outline Guide

Name:
Date:
Class:
Grade: _____/50 (for teacher use only)
 
Poem Name:
Poem Time Period: 
 
Step One: In the table below, write the characteristics of the literature in the time period that your chosen poem 
comes from. Then, in the space to the right of those characteristics, write three examples of that characteristic 
from your research. Remember that you must cite your poem, two of the three readings that I gave you, and at 
least one source that you selected alone.  _____/15 (for teacher use only)
 

Characteristics of __________ Time Period Examples from Your Poem/Research

1 a
b
c

2 a
b
c

3 a
b
c

 
Step Two: Review/Read the chart above. Create a thesis statement below in which you make an assertion 
including the name of the poem, the name of the author, and the time period from which you think the poem 
comes. Your thesis statement should also include the three characteristics you chose above as a preview of 
supporting evidence for your assertion. _____/10 (for teacher use only)
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
 
Step Three: Create an outline below that will guide you to compose an essay, incorporating examples from both 
the poem and your research, to support your thesis statement. (Save yourself from playing detective later by 
including a citation for each example you use – a line or page number.) _____/25 (for teacher use only)
I. Thesis:
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II. Characteristic One:
a. Example One:
 
b. Explanation:
 
c. Example Two:
 
d. Explanation:
 
e. Example Three:
 
f. Explanation:
 
III. Characteristic Two:
a. Example One:
 
b. Explanation:
 
c. Example Two:
 
d. Explanation:
 
e. Example Three:
 
f. Explanation:
 
IV. Characteristic Three:
a. Example One:
 
b. Explanation:
 
c. Example Two:
 
d. Explanation:
 
e. Example Three:
 
f. Explanation:
 
V. Conclusion (re-state thesis statement, and remind the reader how you proved it)
 


